LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Re: Eigil Knuth Manuscript

Dear Editor:

Count Eigil Knuth carried out paleohistory investigations in Greenland and especially Northeast Greenland for 60 years. In 1955, he and a companion manhauled their gear from Station Nord into the interior of Danmark Fjord to conduct archaeological excavations. In 1958, he published a 50-page popular report of that work titled, *Det Mystiske “X” I Danmark Fjord*. The “X” refers to a site marked on a map of the fjord, which was recovered from the disastrous Danmark Expedition (1906–08) of Ludwig Mylius-Erichsen. Knuth’s report includes a discussion of the fate of that expedition.

Knuth’s report has been translated into English and a copy may be obtained from me by request.

Sincerely,

*Spencer Apollonio*
*43 Eastern Avenue*
*Boothbay Harbor, Maine*
*04538 USA*